Spooky goings on at White Lion Walk!
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On Sunday 31 October, White Lion Walk Shopping Centre was the place to be for lots of
Halloween fun. With the safest trick or treat trail in town, a costume competition and ghoulish
face painting; there were plenty of spooky shoppers enjoying their day.
Throughout the day children were invited to come down to the Centre, look out for the shops
with the pumpkin poster in the window and venture inside to request their treat. What’s more,
at 1pm the Centre held a fabulous fancy dress competition, Yana Alexandrova aged 12 and
her sister Maggi Alexandrova, aged 6, proved to be the scariest of them all. They were
presented with a Giant Halloween themed Cookie courtesy of Millies Cookies, a gumball
machine, a Coin maker and a Magic Hat containing magical items all from Hawkins Bazaar
perfect to go with there witches outfits.
Halloween can be a scary time of year for parents too as every child wants to take part in trick
or treating. However in today’s society you can never tell what’s round the corner and with the
nights getting colder and darker it can sometimes be a daunting task walking around the local
neighbourhood with the children. That’s why White Lion Walk had arranged this special day.
Centre Manager of White Lion Walk, Steve Cotney, commented: “The day was a huge
success with lots of fun to be had, the children looked very scary from witches to ghosts. It is
a real pleasure to be able to provide a secure, dry and clean environment for the children as
well as teaching them a valuable lesson in safety and we can not wait to do it again!”
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